Year 1/2

Class Curriculum Web

English:

Mathematics

EXPLORE (Curriculum Focus)
Geography:

In English, we are learning how to write a detailed
setting description from the perspective of Bob once
he has landed on the Moon as well as information
booklet about the moon. This will link to our first class
text, “The man on the moon” by Simon Bartram. We
will also be learning how to write a short narrative and
this will be linked to our second class text, “The way

Autumn 2

Year One and Two will be continuing to focus on
the topic of “Our Island” and the United
Kingdom. This half term, the children will;

Year One and Two will be focusing on the
following topics:

identify where the Isle of Wight is located on
the UK and world map. In addition, we will
compare our Island to a Caribbean island,
assessing the similarities and differences.




Measurement: Time and Length
The four operations (+ - x ÷)



Geometry: Properties of 2D
shapes



Number and place value

back home” by Oliver Jeffers.
STEAM

‘Our Beautiful Isle’
Science:

Physical Education:

This half term we are focusing on “The weather system.” The children will be
learning; how weather changes with the seasons, how shadows are created, the

The children will be learning how to develop their gymnastic abilities during PE
lessons this half term. They will be focusing on the control of movements,
maintaining different balances in isolation and linking dynamic movements
together.

Religious Education:
Year 1 and 2 will be focusing on the Nativity story in the Christian
faith. They will focus on it’s importance to practising Christians and
their beliefs.

Modern Foreign Languages:
The children will be learning the
following:



Recapping the numbers 0-10
Saying their age




Combine personal information
St Nicholas and Christmas traditions

water cycle and how to measure rainfall and temperature.

Design Technology:
Our Island – The Isle of Wight
Beauty, Belonging, Change Our
Country - The British Isles
Dreams, Aspirations, Vision,
Spirituality, Resilience
Our
World – The Earth Freedom

CREATE (Curriculum support)
Art: Use of paints and watercolours
Year 1 and 2 will be learning how to use different brush
strokes and mediums to create different painted effects.
Music: The children will be learning about rhythm, beat and
tone.

To link to our English learning, we focus on the creation of rockets to transport
the Moon keeper from earth to the moon as well as finding the most appropriate
material to “parachute” him back to earth once his rocket ship breaks down. The
focus on materials, and their properties, will also link into our Science objectives.

PSHE:
This Autumn term, the school if focusing on PSHE to ensure each
child can settle well into the new academic year after a turbulent
few months. In PSHE we will be focusing on “Keeping myself safe,”
where we will look at topics such as: Who can help me, Super sleep,
Healthy me and applying the learning with “What could Harold do?”

